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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic created new challenges for children including access to education and limiting social and emotional connections to extended family, friends, and the community. Globally, opportunities for sharing children’s self-reported experiences during lockdown were limited. The primary aim of this project was to create an art-E-Book that reflects children’s experiences of life during the COVID-19 pandemic that could be shared with other children around the world. Secondly, we wanted to reflect on the consultation undertaken within the International Network of Child and Family Centered Care (INCFCC) using Gibbs (1988) reflective cycle framework. Children from around the world were invited to submit a piece of artwork that reflected their experience during the COVID-19 pandemic via a Qualtrics-survey in May 2020. The children’s artwork and written pieces were transcribed verbatim into an E-Book and the artwork was further placed into groups based on similarity of meaning. Fifty-five children from 17 countries submitted an artwork piece. Four groups were evident within the children’s artwork including infection control measures, positive experiences and emotions (connection to family, fun activities), negative experiences and emotions (social impact, emotional impact), and uniting children globally. The E-Book is available to download free of charge via the INCFCC website. The E-Book illustrates how children of all ages can provide meaningful insightful commentary and valuable information on their experiences during an unprecedented pandemic.
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Introduction

The novel corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) had its first case recorded in Wuhan, China in December 2019. The Director General of the World Health Organization (WHO) in his media briefing on COVID-19 on March 11, 2020, announced that the COVID-19 pandemic had affected more than 118,000 cases in 114 countries, and 4,291 people had lost their lives (World Health Organisation, 2020b) and when 60 per cent of children worldwide lived in countries where a full or partial lockdown is in place (United Nations, 2020a). The COVID-19 pandemic brought with it significant changes and challenges not least for children and young people; these changes have been influenced by the enforced lockdown restrictions imposed by most countries, states and/or territories (Cooper, 2020; Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health, 2021). Restrictions include the closure of schools, variable access to alternative online learning, inability for children to socialize, limited opportunities to develop important social and behavioural skills, the loss of loved ones and adverse news about the virus (de Figueiredo et al., 2021; Lee, 2020; Nearchou et al., 2020). Lack of resources, support or skills to invest in digital learning in schools, and some children’s lack of access to digital devices, no or variable internet access, and limited parental support have also impacted children (UNICEF, 2020a).

It has been reported that the first lockdown had a significant impact on the social and emotional development of young children (3-6 years), older children (7-9 years) and adolescents (10-18 years) (Nearchou et al., 2020). The effect on young children (3-6 years) included signs of insecurity, fear of family members being infected, feelings of isolation, disturbed sleep, nightmares and poor appetite and separation anxiety from parents who were required to be quarantined (Jiao et al., 2020; Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health, 2021). For older children and adolescents (7-18 years) the effects included feelings of uncertainty about cancelled exams or academic events, depression, inattention, suicidal ideation and self-harm with increased use of the internet and social media (Jiao et al., 2020; Lee, 2020; UNICEF, 2020b; Viner et al., 2020). The constant messages about the use of handwashing, sanitisers, mask use, glove wearing, social distancing, escalating numbers of COVID-19 cases, social media and fear of food and/or medication insufficiency have been shown globally to heighten child and family distress (Al-Motlaq, 2021; Cooper, 2020; Liu et al., 2020; United Nations, 2020b). Children with disabilities, mental health disorders, comorbidities and/or under privileged populations have been shown to be further at risk of adverse health outcomes and abuse occurring within the family during the COVID-19 lockdown (Cooper, 2020; UNICEF, 2020a). UNICEF (2020a) reports that the resources available during the COVID-19 pandemic have not been distributed equally
for children in the poorest countries and/or those in already disadvantaged or vulnerable situations (UNICEF, 2020a).

Parental and other guidance and advocacy for children’s best interests during the COVID-19 pandemic needs to be actioned in a way that takes account of their competency, capacity and developmental age; this can be achieved by legalisation and action by international organisations, and advisory bodies (Singh et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2021). It is vital to plan child focused age-appropriate initiatives and programs to enhance children’s and adolescents’ ability to access videos, booklets and explanations on COVID-19 including online counselling services during and after lockdowns (Dewa et al., 2020; Singh et al., 2020; World Health Organisation, 2020a).

The International Network for Child and Family Centered Care (INCFCC, 2020) is a growing global collaboration of experts in child and family centered care. Members of the network communicate and collaborate in research, practice development and education to identify good practice and develop the evidence base to influence positive change at local, national and international levels (Al-Motlaq et al., 2018; Al-Motlaq & Shields, 2017; Foster & Shields, 2019; Quaye et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2017). The collaborative network works to achieve its vision through considering the specific challenges of different cultures and care settings and by ensuring that children and their families are central to the network’s collaborative enterprise (Al-Motlaq et al., 2021; Foster et al., 2018).

During the first Covid-19 pandemic lockdown, a team of twenty-one members of the INCFCC expressed an interest in children’s experiences of life during lockdown. Children can often find expressing their ideas and feelings is easier if they can use creative methods such as art, poems, songs or photos (Foster & Whitehead, 2018; Rogers, 2018). The team wanted to create an E-Book of artwork that reflected children’s experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic that could be shared with other children around the world, to help acknowledge their feelings during this difficult time.

This article uses the Gibbs reflective cycle to explore how this arts-based project contributed to the appreciation and deeper understanding of children’s experiences of the pandemic (Gibbs, 1988, p.14). Reflection is important:

‘It is not sufficient simply to have an experience in order to learn. Without reflecting upon this experience, it may quickly be forgotten, or its learning potential lost. It is from the feelings and thoughts emerging from this reflection that generalisations or concepts can
be generated, and it is generalisations that allow new situations to be tackled effectively.’
(Gibbs, 1988).

Within this article we used the six stages of the reflective cycle (Gibbs, 1988) to report on our experience of undertaking this e-book project. It shows how this experience has enhanced our on-going learning; the six stages were: description; what happened?; feelings; what you were thinking and feeling about the experience?, evaluation; what was good or bad about the experience?, analysis; what sense you can make of the situation?, conclusion; what else could you have done? and action plan; if it arose again, what would you do?

Stage 1: Description of the project
The E-book project was not a research study but rather a unique examination that adopted a consultation approach to find out about children’s experiences and ideas of the lockdown. To ensure ethical compliance and outcomes of any future reporting of the experience, the team provided sufficient information about the project to children to be able to make an informed decision prior to providing assent or consent both for their participation in the project and use of their artwork. A key reason for not undertaking this as a research study was that we wished to gain insight into children’s contemporaneous experiences during lockdown and we wished to undertake this globally. Given the number of countries involved it would have been impossible to secure ethical approval in all these countries within the time frame, consequently we chose an ethically conducted consultation approach. Twenty-one of the 67 INCFCC members worked on the E-book art project during 2020.

The E-book project involved inviting children, grandchildren, or close kin and friends (up to 18 years of age) of members of the INCFCC to participate via a Qualtrics survey between the 1st to the 31st of May 2020. Children were asked, with parental assistance as needed, to submit an image of a piece of artwork (e.g. drawings, poetry, stories, letters, collage, LEGO and other creative play resources) that reflected something about their experience during the COVID-19 pandemic. They were also asked to explain why they decided to share this piece of artwork, provide details about their artwork, their age, the country they live in and their given name or the pseudonym that they would like to accompany their artwork. Comments were either written by the child or by their parent. Children provided voluntary informed assent and parents confirmed their consent by submitting their art piece through the Qualtrics portal.
At the time of artwork entry, parents were asked about the level of COVID-19 restrictions experienced by their child; the restriction options were ‘none’ (no change to normal living routine), ‘minimal’ (still attending school, but not allowed to play with friends after school), to some (still attending school but not allowed to play with friends after school and needed to stay 1.5 -2 meters apart), ‘moderate’ (home schooling, able to go to parks) or ‘severe’ (not allowed to leave the family home).

Children’s contributions (words, poetry, stories, photographs, and drawings) were collated into an E-Book and structured so that the children’s contributions were presented in sections for the different countries. The level of lockdown restriction was also included as part of the child’s page. Responses submitted in a language other than English, included a translation into English, beneath the submitted image. Translation was carried out by multilingual members of the INCFCC who were fluent in the identified language. Languages translated to English included Arabic, Swedish and Turkish. The team did not analyse the data but instead used a descriptive approach to place the children’s art pieces into groups based on similarity. This included four steps: (1) each child’s art submission was presented and discussed individually amongst the members during several online recorded meetings; (2) the art pieces were then transcribed verbatim into an E-Book; (3) the descriptions that accompanied the art pieces were placed into groups based on similarity; and (4) the E-Book and groups were discussed amongst the members until a consensus was reached. To ensure ethical integrity of outcomes, the team gained children’s assent and parental consent from children both for participation, use of their artwork and for their given name and age to be used in the E-Book, if they so wished. All the children wanted their name to be linked to their artwork.

Findings
A total of fifty-five children (aged 4-14 years) across 17 countries participated (Figure 1). Forty-two children were in a severe or moderate level of restriction (Figure 2). The E-Book is available to download free of charge via the INCFCC website and we distributed it directly to all the children and families who participated.

Four groups were evident within the children’s art submissions. These were infection control measures, positive experiences and emotions (connection to family, fun activities), negative experiences and emotions (social impact, emotional impact), and recognition of the wider impact of COVID-19.
Children engaged with the project using different art forms; pictures (n=42), stories (n=8), photos (n=4), poems (n=3), Lego (n=3) and computer-generated pictures (n=3) representing 63 art pieces. Five children submitted more than one picture. Seven of the children’s art pieces have been selected for inclusion in this paper as they reflect various aspects of their COVID-19 lockdown that support the four groups (Figures 3-10).

Infection Control Measures

Over a third of children (n=23), including some as young as four years of age, used the same basic image of the coronavirus showing the proteins on the outer shell of the virus, illustrating the power of images circulated in global media as shown in the artwork (Figure 3 and 4).

Insert (Figure 3 and 4).

Pictures illustrating the coronavirus.

A common area, evident in the majority of the children’s artwork, concerning infection control was preventative strategies to limit transmission of the virus. This included washing hands properly “As we
begin to go out to play as children, the more we wash our hands with soap and water the happier (smiling) our hands will be” (Olachi, 11yrs, Nigeria). Other children noted this also involved “not touching one’s eyes, nose or mouth” (Hebah, 14yrs, Jordan); sneezing or coughing into one’s elbow “Any time I sneeze or cough, I have to do it inside my elbows” (Natasha, 10yrs, United Kingdom).

Other methods noted included social distancing “observe social distance since prevention is better than cure” (Favour, 10yrs, Malawi), “avoiding crowds” (Lady T, 7yrs, Zambia), isolation “Isolation protects us from corona virus” (Apek, 9yrs, Turkey), and “staying at home” (Momo, 6yrs, Zambia). Other measures children talked about were using “mask on our mouths” (Luyando, 13yrs, Zambia) and using disinfectant “We use Clolex [Clorex: disinfectant] to stop Colona [corona virus]” (Yara, 4yrs, Saudi Arabia). One child talked about listening to adults “the ears are representing how important it is to listen” (Momo, 6yrs, Zambia). Children as young as 4 years old seemed very intuitive, insightful and had a good understanding for their age on what was important and how to keep safe.

Positive experiences and emotions

Positive experiences included connection to family and fun activities experienced during the COVID-19 lockdown.

Positive experiences and emotions: Connection to Family

Connection to family included being able to stay at home; normal household rules or schedules were flexible; there was more time for playing with one’s siblings, parents or the household pets “My family has more time to have fun and hang out together” (Edwin, 11yrs, Sweden). Some children saw being able to sleep in as a positive “I also used to wake up as early as 05:00 a.m to get ready for school but now I wake up at 08:00 a.m since I have nowhere to go” (Jeslyn, 11yrs, Ghana). Other positive experiences included finding the true meaning of love by constantly being together as a family “I now know the true meaning of love, having been in lockdown with my family’ (Layan, 11yrs, Jordan) and in a way “It is a kind of a holiday” (Burak, 10yrs, Turkey).

Positive experiences and emotions: Fun Activities

Fun activities included being able to watch TV “One good thing about the lockdown is that I get to watch TV more often” (Jerome, 14yrs, Ghana) and learn new skills “I have been learning about art at home school” (Milo, 6yrs, United Kingdom) and doing art projects “I was playing in the playing ground, I found this broken board. I tried to cut it properly, gathered my acrylic colors and started to paint” (Osama, 10yrs, Jordan). Children said there was more time for fun activities such as swimming, walks
which included looking for teddy bears, rainbows and bike rides “We go for lots of walks and bike rides and look for bears and rainbows that are in the house windows. One day we spotted 32 bears!” (Eli, 7yrs, Australia). Other positive experiences included cooking “chocolate brownies, rainbow pancakes and scrambled eggs” (Natasha, 10yrs, United Kingdom), sewing, creating apps, playing board and electronic games, on-line purchases and gardening. The artwork below reflects some of these fun activities during COVID-19 (Figure 5 and 6).

Insert (Figure 5 and 6).
Pictures illustrating the fun activities during COVID-19.

Although fun was reported, sometimes a sense of mixed (positive and negative) experiences was evident even within the same art piece with one child explaining “I am not sure if it is something good or bad. It makes me have fun most of the time. But sometimes I feel guilty, it is weird” (Burak, 10yrs, Turkey). Another child also reflected on how good could come out of bad, explaining she felt she was “living in a cage of desperation…. yet found that this lockdown was an opportunity to find that secret hobby(ies) that you never thought you could do but was just hiding in your soul” (Natasha, 10yrs, United Kingdom).

Negative experiences and emotions

Negative experiences included the social impact and emotional impact children experienced during the COVID-19 lockdown that were synergistically interconnected.

Negative experiences and emotions: Social Impact

The social impact included children feeling uncomfortable wearing a mask and gloves:

“And when we are going out, I have to put on my nose mask and wear my gloves and take my rubbing alcohol. This puts me under a lot of pressure because I feel hot and uncomfortable in the nose mask” (Dromo, 11yrs, Ghana).

Other negative impacts included limited on-line teaching facilities “We do not go to school and my school is not having any online classes so my dad teaches us at from home” (Djorno, 11yrs, Ghana) and difficulty in learning at home “It is very difficult to study on my own without going to school” (Yilmaz, 13yrs, Turkey). No contact with friends or relatives outside of their family bubble was perceived as a negative experience, “We cannot meet with friends and relatives in real because we are not allowed to go out” (Burak, 10yrs, Turkey), and children expressed concern over their grandparent’s wellbeing as "I miss and worry about grandfather and grandmother who are in the risk group" (Axel, 9yrs, Sweden).
Some children stated that they missed their friends, clerical and church events, school, sports, shopping, going to parties or attending playdates or sleep overs “The corona virus has prevented me from going to school and church. I have missed my friends at church and at my school because there is a ban on social gathering” (Deede, 7yrs, Ghana). The children wanted to return to normality, noting that “I do not know when all this will be over and when we can live normal lives [that existed] before the pandemic” (Djormo, 11yrs, Ghana). Another child wondered “when can we really be free, when can we stick our heads out, when will the dawn arrive” (Luyando, 13yrs, Zambia).

The children knew their freedom was restricted by COVID-19 and were clear that they hoped “coronavirus must die!” (Fadi, 9yrs, Australia) or blow away in the wind “Coronavirus blow away and never come back!” (Pearl, 8yrs, Nigeria). One child drew a dinosaur, and the description was “The child behind the window is stuck because of covid. Covid sucks. I wish corona ended and extinct like dinosaurs.” (Fadi, 9yrs, Australia).

Negative experiences and emotions: Emotional Impact
The emotional impact included children feeling lonely ”This disease has affected me a lot, because I feel so lonely I cannot go out of the house to play with my friends like I used to. I feel so lonely and miss my friends at school” (TK, 8yrs, Zambia). Other children expressed that they felt sad because they “cannot play with my friends anymore. This makes me feel sad because I miss playing with my friends” (Thabiso, 9yrs, South Africa). Another child explained “I choose sad because coronavirus is here, I cannot see my friends in school, it is making people cry and killing people. I want it to go away, so I can be happy and hug again” (Ellise Gold, 6yrs, Nigeria).

Insert (Figure 7 and 8).

Pictures illustrating the emotional impact of COVID-19.

The constant media updates meant that children reported “I feel scared and sad when I watch news about the coronavirus on t.v” (Thabiso, 9yrs, South Africa). The children talked of feeling isolated “feel like I am in a bubble and I cannot interact with the outside world” (Ayzula, 11yrs, America) with “a line between people, which was created by Corona virus” (Jason, 9yrs, America). Children also expressed a sense of a lack of control “So even when I am at home it feels like I am a prisoner who has been put into jail” (Suomo, 11yrs, Ghana). Some children stated that they missed spontaneous hugs as you
always had to wash your hands, and they were bored "It's been 40 days inside, it's boring." (Odai, 7yrs, Saudi Arabia) and were tired of using electronic devices.

**Uniting Children Globally**

Some children wanted to reach out to children in other countries and share their experiences with other children “I want other children in other countries to know how COVID-19 has affected our life as children” (Glory, 10yrs, Malawi) and "I just want to share my experience and listen to what others also have to say" (Jeslyn, 12yrs, Ghana) as "I don’t want other children to be scared of covid-19 like me” (Annakano, 9yrs, Australia). Sharing their experiences helped to unite them, irrespective of the country they were in, with children warning and supporting each other such as, "Covid19, be careful. One world, one love” (Nin Xuan, 6yrs, Malaysia). Some children relayed special messages in their art pieces for other children, explaining “But we have to keep smiling and stay safe” (Roisin, 10yrs, Ireland) and “Most importantly, let’s be safe, let’s be brave, we shall not fall to this virus” (Luyando, 13yrs, Zambia).

Children also stated that taking part in this project was enjoyable and helpful "I decided to share my poem because this is how I feel about the virus and I feel better writing about it“ (Pearl, 8yrs, Nigeria).

**Stage 2: Feelings**

At one of the INCFCC meetings in February 2020, the idea of developing an E-Book of children’s artwork was discussed as a way to learn from children about their experiences and feelings during the lockdown and that could be shared with other children around the world. It’s clear from the artwork the children created and the words and stories and messages they presented, that the E-Book was a way that helped children to share their feelings and experiences. Although varied in their approach, depth and nature, the children’s artwork and written work, demonstrated that most children were reflective and able to give explanations of their art pieces. Reflecting on the work they created made us, in turn, think more deeply about how the pandemic had affected them and we found it quite emotional creating the E-Book. It was a project we became more deeply committed to with every child we ‘met’ through their artwork.
The stories and art from the children aligned with the INC FCC members’ feelings of uncertainty and separation from friends and family during the pandemic. It also demonstrated the children’s feeling of loneliness related to the lockdown/restrictions, inability to go to school, play or travel to see family and friends. Additionally, the uncomfortable feeling of wearing a mask outside was depicted in some of the stories. This experience is like those reported by the adult population (Cheok et al., 2021). In fact, the feelings expressed by children through their artwork show the need for healthcare workers to consider the emotional needs of children during the pandemic and to appreciate that children, like adults, also have feelings that should be acknowledged when providing care.

Stages 3 and 4: Evaluation and Analysis

This consultative process focused on creative art as a method for understanding children’s perspectives on contemporary matters of their lives, and the narratives that accompanied their drawings. Children worldwide have shared their lived experiences of COVID-19 restrictions in a unique E-Book. This COVID-19 Artwork contains drawings, pictures, poems, and narratives from children aged four to 14 years of age, with entries depicting subjects ranging from the difficulties of social distancing to "Superheroes against Corona" (Yara, 4yrs, Saudi Arabia).

Reflecting on this process, it is clear that the children were reaching out to other children across the world to share their experiences. What perhaps they did not expect was the profound impact their artwork had on those of us involved in creating the E-Book. We were immersed in the creation, layout, editing and dissemination of the E-Book and we became close to the children and their art pieces. We came to know about the experiences of children in countries other than our own and it influenced our thinking.

As Professor Sarah Neill, one of the editors of the book explained,

“the pandemic has been inescapable, but our young people are living through it in their formative years, so hearing and understanding their perspectives is vital, it is clear from the children’s contributions that COVID-19 has impacted on their lives in a big way as well as informing us as professionals we hope that their contributions will help and reassure other children” (King, 2021).

Although this was meant to provide a venue for children to express their experiences, "The Child within the Authors’ Adult Selves" was present by stimulating their own memories of being a child, “Children expressed our exact thoughts” (King, 2021).

Professor Bernie Carter, another INC FCC member, said:
“It’s the international aspect of this book that makes it so special. Everyone has been living through a pandemic and this book unites the children through their experiences – ironically at a time when travel and physical connection are so unlikely; it’s a really inspirational piece of work” (Carter, personal communication, March 12, 2021).

Associate Professor Mohammad Al-Motlaq, co-chair of the INCFCC stated:

Reflecting back to the time when everyone was accommodating to the circumstances brought by this pandemic, this project was one means of saving the moments and capturing the lived experience of children affected by the pandemic. The collective gain form this book and the experiences we gained during its development will be valuable in the understanding and management of future projects. On a personal level, this project provided us with a great opportunity to develop professionally and provide children with the opportunity to express their feelings and convey meaning through the use of creative arts as data collection tools, enabling very young children to communicate their experiences and understandings of that experience” (Al-Motlaq, personal communication, October 20, 2021).

Further to this, Dr Mandie Foster, the originator of the idea who is also affiliated with the International Family Nursing Association said:

“This project is incredibly valuable, not just for our network and our association with our affiliated Universities or our chosen International Child and Young People’s Research Groups but for children worldwide who want a snapshot of life for children during the pandemic to share with other children through an international lens. It’s something we’re all really proud of and are very grateful for the young people involved in this project in sharing their experiences” (Mitchell, 2021).

Further reflections from Dr Mandie Foster included a Child Centred Care (CCC) approach such as:

“This is exactly the same sort of concept in regard to honouring children as valid active capable social agents in society and we need to hear from children about their experiences and what matters to them. We should never assume we know without asking children” (Mitchell, 2021).

Stage 5: Conclusion

The team of this project conclude that by using an arts-based on-line approach during the COVID-19 lockdown, children of all ages around the globe were able to participate and provide a variety of art pieces that were meaningful and rich. This project has further enhanced the belief that children of all ages can provide valuable meaningful insightful commentary as capable competent citizens.
This project also brought 21 members of the INCFCC across 12 countries together with regular meetings over 12 months, this kept them connected, engaged and focused on the INCFCC vision. The art E-Book is an example of including children to gain a deeper and more meaningful insight into a child’s world to direct child focused initiatives, research, legalisation, and practice that is child focused and underpins the United Nations Conventions on the Rights of the Child (United Nations General Assembly, 1989). The INCFCC Children’s COVID-19 Artwork E-Book, created by children for children (71-pages), is complete for dissemination to children, parents, healthcare professionals/providers, educators, academics, researchers, governmental departments, and policy makers globally.

The E-Book was publicised by different means in the international media including several local radio stations “e.g. the local radio station for Plymouth” in the UK and national websites such as “Nursing Review” in Australia and via other University websites. The E-Book and the project were praised by many bodies and by our peers (King, 2021; Mitchell, 2021).

Stage 6: Action Plan
Our Action Plan includes strategies that healthcare and other professionals, especially nurses, can adapt and use to develop and improve their practices. Our focus is on four main areas.

1. Healthcare and other professionals need to acknowledge and act on the knowledge that children and young people have been impacted by the pandemic. This means that we need to take the hopes, fears, worries and concerns that they have shared in this project into our everyday encounters with children. The E-Book we have produced creates the opportunity for starting a conversation with children by including them in discussions around the impact of COVID-19.

2. Healthcare and other professionals need to acknowledge the value of creative arts as a means of facilitating children and young people to express their feelings, experiences and stories.

3. Children and young people make sense of the world around them using information available to them; healthcare professionals need to support their health literacy to support them to make informed decisions and to feel secure. Examples of ways to support children’s independence in the healthcare setting include offering choices where appropriate, having child-friendly videos available to watch in advance and allowing ‘warm in’ time where children have opportunity to become comfortable in the healthcare setting and ask questions (Nicholl et al., 2020).
4. We recommend future research studies exploring children’s experiences utilise the medium of creative art to help children express their feelings.

The INCFCC is happy to engage in discussions around collaboration in projects focusing on child empowerment and respect. We can be reached on the INCFCC website.
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Figure 3: Kekey, 10 yrs, Indonesia

Kekey, 10 years old from Indonesia
Level of restriction: Moderate

“We Will Win!!! We are against corona ... Corona virus is a creature by God ... if we ask him to get rid of the world, then God must grant it ... so we must continue to pray to him.”

Figure 4: Burak, 10 yrs, Turkey

Burak Bora, 10 years old Turkey
Level of restrictions: Strict. Home schooling not allowed to leave the family house and play with friends.

“We can stay safe by obeying rules.”

Figure 5: Natasha, 10 yrs, UK

Natasha, 10 years old from the UK
Level of restriction: Moderate.

“Every expression means so much to me”
Lockdown hasn’t been fun without my friends, teachers and the school, of course. Although I’ve been living in a cage of desperation, I am starting to embrace something new and I find that this lockdown was an opportunity to find that secret hobby(ies) that you never thought you could do but was just hiding in your soul. So, I’m writing this letter to tell you all the good things that I’ve been doing and learning and, definitely, some of the things I dislike about this lockdown.
I will term is as “The good, The bad and The necessary.”

The good!
There is so many things I’ve learnt during lockdown. It has brought out all these talents and hobbies that, even I didn’t know as I never got the time. Before this pandemic, I used to hate cooking! I never wanted to learn how to cook as I didn’t got time but when Covid-19 came and lockdown commenced, I had plenty of time and decided to dedicate some time to learn to how to cook. And now, I know how to make chocolate brownies, rainbow pancakes and scrambled eggs. I also spent time on viewing. Some people say it’s for old people, but I think it’s a lovely activity that keeps me entertained.

(Continued on next page)

Figure 6: Jerome, 14 yrs, Ghana

Jerome, 14 years old from Ghana
Level of restriction: Severe. Not allowed to leave family home.

There are many negative things about the effects of the lockdown caused by Covid-19, but I want to focus on the good things about the lockdown. One good thing about the lockdown is that I get to watch TV more often.

(Continued on next page)

Natasha (Kawaii Unicorn), Year 5 Primary School

The development process that I send this letter is what I learned together myself. I saved the best for last! I made my own app that people can play with. I was so encouraged that my mum got me a robot that I could program and code to do my bidding, even if it was small. She also got me a board called Microbit. I could also code but would show me colours and patterns, but I have to code it.

The bad!
Ever since my school closed down, life has not been the same because I have no one to play with and I am stuck at home with the same people and things. Whenever I miss my friends, I call them on the iPad using the FaceTime app. The most tragic painful part is that I cannot go for parties or attend playdate and sleepover with friends. As a result of the lockdown, I sometimes lose track of each day of the week it is. Even though it has been quiet all around, I found a way to lighten my day by learning how to make pancakes and other varieties of food. Whenever I did a lot of good accomplishments, I got to buy toys online because all the shops were closed from lockdown, I even bought wadrobes and clothes for my bunny teddy, Daisy which I got for my 8th birthday. Also because of lockdown, all my sports activities were closed.

(Continued on next page)
Figure 7: Thabiso, 9 yrs, South Africa

Figure 8: Ayzula, 11 yrs, USA

Figure 9: Hebah, 14 yrs, Jordan

Figure 10: Loopa, 11 yrs, Australia